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**Executive Summary**

Google and Facebook have come to play an extraordinary role in U.S. political campaigns. Both technology companies provide highly valuable consulting services to presidential campaigns free-of-charge, lending them politically-experienced employees to assist with a wide variety of core functions.

Having such political staff “embedded” inside campaigns helps both sides. Campaigns get free help targeting and persuading voters; the companies reap valuable intelligence for their lobbying operations and forge relationships with politicians who will be responsible for laws affecting their interests.

The practice gives the companies a level of inside knowledge from the campaigns and sway with policymakers few other industries can match. Overall, a review of available evidence suggests that the embed program constitutes a unique, undisclosed, and largely unregulated influence channel that greatly benefits the companies’ business.

The novel practice was not foreseen by lobbying rules, which seek to allow the public to see companies’ efforts to influence elected officials. Nor was it contemplated under Federal Election Commission guidelines, which require political candidates to pay for services provided by companies. It raises a host of troubling questions, including whether the corporations are circumventing a ban on donating to campaigns and failing to disclose valuable, “in-kind” contributions.

Tech’s support for campaigns also gives rise to a multitude of other potential conflicts of interest. “It creates a very awkward situation,” an online advertising executive told *AdAge* in 2012. “Google has all this control over the pipeline of inventory and now they’re getting potentially into the strategy and the spending decisions. I find that troubling.”

Over the past decade, Facebook and Google have become giants in the political advertising space. Americans watched 110 million hours of political content on Google’s YouTube in the year between April 2015 and March 2016. According to Google, that’s “100X the amount of time it would take to watch all content ever aired on CNN, C-Span, MSNBC, and Fox News combined.”

---


It’s a profitable business. With a virtual duopoly over the digital advertising market, the companies earned a substantial portion of the estimated $1.4 billion that campaigns spent on digital ads in the 2015-2016 election cycle.³

But the companies are more than passive recipients of campaign dollars. Google employees work inside political campaigns where they are sometimes indistinguishable from campaign hands. These embeds, offered to every presidential campaign in 2016, helped politicians target voters, craft their messages, design their ads, and even respond to opponents during and after political debates.⁴

Employees of Google’s YouTube service also consulted with campaigns on the technical aspects of video production, promotion and analytics.⁵ Technology company executives working with the campaigns have described a much more expansive role much more akin to full-scale political consultants.⁶

As one Google embed in a 2016 campaign put it: “We are so close with [the campaigns] that we are typically sitting in their offices or having daily calls.”⁷

“We are so close with [the campaigns] that we are typically sitting in their offices or having daily calls.”

In at least some cases, the relationship extended even further. Staffers for Republican candidate Rand Paul travelled to Google’s headquarters in Mountain View, California, to participate in “ideation” sessions.⁸

Starting in 2012, Facebook also offered the presidential campaigns dedicated staff to work inside their campaigns.⁹ Their role extended far beyond traditional ad sales. Facebook embeds acted as consultants on branding, communications—and overall strategy for the campaign.¹⁰
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⁸ Id.
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The embeds have proved highly valuable for both technology companies, giving them unique, insider access to candidates, their evolving policy decisions, and political strategy. The embeds buy both companies hard-to-match goodwill with the politicians they help elect.¹¹

As Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg gently reminded European lawmakers during his recent testimony: “Facebook plays a positive role by helping leaders like you connect with voters.”¹²

Our review of LinkedIn profiles found that Google employees often shift between the political ad sales teams and lobbying roles, raising the question of whether internal firewalls exist to stop internal campaign information from reaching company lobbyists. Lee Dunn, Google’s head of international elections outreach, was previously the head of White House outreach. In that role, she lobbied the Trump administration on issues with major implications for the company’s business, such as digital taxes and copyright.¹³

Sometimes Google employees worked with campaigns at the same time as they lobbied for Google. Google’s team lead for U.S. politics, Rob Saliterman, said he sold ads to political campaigns while at the same time helping Google’s lobbying arm influence elected officials on policies affecting the company.¹⁴

Between them, Facebook and Google have a phalanx of experienced political hands to deploy to campaigns on both sides of the political divide.¹⁵ That places them in a position to reap the benefits no matter who wins.

CfA, relying on LinkedIn profiles, identified 70 Google and YouTube employees and interns whose job responsibilities included political work, as well as 32 Facebook employees that performed this work.¹⁶ In addition, Facebook also hires contractors for its political teams.¹⁷

Many of those hired by Google and Facebook were political insiders. Our analysis showed that nearly 40 percent of Google’s politics and elections staff worked in politics or government before going to the company, and more than 50 percent of Facebook’s politics and elections staff had prior political experience.¹⁸

Rand Paul campaign staff were invited to an “ideation” session at Google headquarters

---

¹³ https://www.linkedin.com/in/lee-dunn-77a31619/.
¹⁶ Appendix A: Google’s Elections Team; Appendix B: Facebook’s Elections Team.
¹⁸ Appendix B: Facebook’s Elections Team.
This level of participation in political campaigns goes far beyond what the tech companies like to advertise. Google says it doesn’t make any corporate contributions to political candidates.\textsuperscript{19} However, it doesn’t count any of the services it donates, which, on the open market, might collectively cost tens of millions of dollars.

Under Federal Election Commission guidelines, companies are not allowed to offer free services to campaigns if it is different than the commercial rate.\textsuperscript{20}

Facebook has said the services offered to campaigns are “sales support” and “consistent with support provided to commercial clients in the normal course of business.”\textsuperscript{21} But evidence suggests the white-glove service provided to political campaigns by both companies extends well beyond that offered to commercial clients. Job postings for Google’s political positions list responsibilities that include crafting messages and executing strategy for campaigns, for example. Postings for many comparable jobs serving commercial positions do not.\textsuperscript{22}

Google provides political campaigns with services and digital real estate that commercial clients could not access. During recent debates, for example, embedded Google employees worked with political campaigns to release extended or clarifying statements through a box at the top of the Google search page, for free.\textsuperscript{23} Voters saw those boxes if they searched for political topics during the debates.

Those “candidate cards” went beyond public education to provide a valuable form of free advertising for certain candidates. For example, cards for the Donald Trump campaign appeared in Google search results during a primary debate in which Trump declined to participate.\textsuperscript{24} The same Google employee who worked with the Trump campaign on its advertising plan also helped it craft the content of its candidate cards during the debates.\textsuperscript{25}

Other evidence suggests that political ad sales are more than just another business segment for the companies. The political services team of at least one of the companies reportedly had no

\textsuperscript{19} https://www.google.com/publicpolicy/transparency.html.
revenue targets, “in recognition of [its] government affairs role.” 26 One Facebook job posting described its government and politics team as an “external arm” of the company, reinforcing the impression it enjoys a special status beyond its value as a revenue-generating segment. 27

Academics who interviewed the tech company embeds shortly after the election found they made no bones about the purpose of the embeds. “[S]taffers at these firms stated that providing tools to candidates to help them get elected was a way to build relationships with the elected representatives who would be in a position to regulate them in the future.” 28

The value of Google and Facebook’s services to campaigns cannot be overstated: Their participation in a campaign can make the difference between winning and losing. 29 Trump told 60 Minutes, “The fact that I have such power in terms of numbers with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. I think it helped me win all of these races where they’re spending much more money than I spent.” 30

One Trump digital campaign hand put it even more simply: “Without Facebook, we wouldn’t have won.” 31

Google and Facebook have compiled sophisticated advertising profiles on nearly every American, information they use to help campaigns target ads to increasingly narrow segments of the population. 32 In 2016, for example, Google for the first time included “left-leaning” and “right-leaning” political views among the targeting criteria available to advertisers in the United States. 33

That reach and impact is why few campaigns would want to risk the companies’ helping their opponent, rather than themselves. During his 2014 campaign for Texas governor, for example, Greg Abbott unilaterally dropped a long-running and acrimonious antitrust investigation into Google that he undertook as Texas attorney general. 34 While no evidence has emerged to suggest

---
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the two events were related, Google’s central role in campaigns begs the question: Would a
candidate for office wish to be hostile to the interests of Google or Facebook?

“Without Facebook, we wouldn’t have won.” — Trump campaign consultant

Other technology companies also provide services to campaigns. Microsoft offers infrastructure
like email and data storage, while Twitter also embedded staff in the Trump campaign.35 Those
also raise their own set of issues. In terms of their reach and impact, however, no other
companies came close to the value of the services provided by Google and Facebook, nor were
they so intimately involved in crafting the political messages different groups of voters heard.

“Twitter is how [Trump] talked to the people, Facebook was going to be how he won,” Parscale
said on 60 Minutes.36 Market analysis and leaked internal presentations show that both the
Clinton and Trump campaigns also relied heavily on Google during the 2016 election.37

Google

Google is a frequent presence at gatherings of political professionals. The company often
sponsors elaborate lounges at the Democratic and Republican National Conventions, complete
with a coffee bar, photo booth, and faux living rooms where users can test Google products.38

The company was also a “presenting sponsor” at the 2018 Conservative Political Action
Conference, where it hosted a party despite pushback from employees on both the right and
left.39 These events help Google brand itself as a political marketing company to attendees who
may think of it only as a search company.

Google Inc., Case No. D-1-GV-12-000887, available at https://www.traviscountytex.gov/district-clerk/online-case-
36 Lesley Stahl, Facebook “Embeds,” Russia and The Trump Campaign’s Secret Weapon, 60 Minutes, June 10,
weapon-60-minutes/.
37 Data and Digital Marketing Debrief: Trump for President, Cambridge Analytica, available at
DeMers, Donald Trump vs. Hillary Clinton: Who’s Winning At Online Marketing, Forbes, July 28, 2016, available at
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jaysondemers/2016/07/28/donald-trump-vs-hillary-clinton-whos-winning-at-online-
marketing/#1d13c15d13f8; Tim Fernholz, Hacked Emails Show Eric Schmidt Played a Crucial Role in Team
Hillary’s Election Tech, Quartz, November 1, 2016, available at https://qz.com/823922/eric-schmidt-played-a-
crucial-role-in-team-hillarys-election-tech/.
38 The Corporate Invasion: DNC, RNC as Google Hang Out, Reading the Pictures, September 4, 2012, available at
https://www.readingthepictures.org/2012/09/the-corporate-conventions-dnc-rnc-as-google-hang-out/; Owen
Thomas, Google Has Used Shipping Containers To Build A Big Presence At The Democratic National Convention,
charlotte-2012-9.
39 Allum Bokhari, Exclusive: Left-Wing Google Employees Urge Company to Disavow CPAC Over ‘Ethno
left-wing-google-employees-urge-company-to-disavow-cpac-over-ethno-nationalism-hate/; Michael M. Grynbbaum
Google also has a deep bench of employees who are responsible for growing its political business. A survey of LinkedIn profiles identified 70 Google and YouTube employees whose job responsibilities include political work. Employee interviews with Kreiss and McGregor and LinkedIn profiles describe a concierge service for political advertising clients that goes far beyond the services Google advertises on its website. The company started embedding staff in political campaigns in the 2012 presidential election, and the range of services they provided seemed to quickly expand.

Kreiss and McGregor’s study of the role of technology firms in the 2016 presidential campaign noted that some Google staff “went beyond targeting voters and buying advertising to encompass advising campaigns on the strategic development and placement of content, something more akin to a digital consultant role.”

A Google employee embedded in a 2016 Republican presidential campaign, Ali Jae Henke, said that “we are so close with [the campaigns] that we are typically sitting in their offices or having daily calls.”

These “embeds,” who were offered to every presidential campaign, consulted with campaigns on messaging strategy, ad creative, voter targeting, and debate response. The ties between the company and a campaign sometimes went further: Rand Paul campaign staff travelled to California to participate in an “ideation” session at Google’s headquarters.

YouTube employees also offered campaigns advice on the technical aspects of video production, promotion and analytics. In 2016, YouTube launched a special template to provide “shot-by-shot guidance” for political ads. YouTube also offers on-site directorial assistance for big-ticket advertisers.

---

40 See Appendix A: Google’s Elections Team.
43 Id.
44 Id.
45 Id.
46 https://www.linkedin.com/in/silverwang/.
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Google also provided dedicated staff to political action committees and advocacy groups. Many of the services listed by Google employees go beyond ad targeting to something resembling a full-scale digital campaign consultant. Those include “creative ideation and testing,” “digital strategy” and “creative consultation,” among others. One employee offered a detailed list of the types of political organizations to which Google provides consulting support:

- *Party committees (Republican National Committee, National Republican Senatorial Committee and National Republican Congressional Committee), Political Action Committees (ESA Fund, Senate Leadership Fund, One Nation, Congressional Leadership Fund and others) and right-of-center advocacy groups (National Rifle Association, American Unity Fund, Susan B Anthony’s List and others).*

One question is whether there are adequate safeguards to prevent Google embeds working on campaigns and outside spending groups from acting as a bridge between them. Campaigns are barred from coordinating with outside groups like super PACs.

As it has expanded its political work, Google has deliberately recruited staff with political experience, an asset on which it relies to establish close ties with campaigns. Kreiss and McGregor noted that “Google’s politics and elections team specifically recruits staffers based on their prior political work […] using shared partisan affiliation as the basis for trust.”

The LinkedIn data confirmed this claim. Nearly 40 percent of the 70 LinkedIn profiles CfA identified for Google’s politics and elections staff worked in politics or government before coming to Google.

Google employees commonly move between political ad sales and public policy team roles within the company. Lee Dunn, Google’s head of international election outreach, was previously the head of the White House outreach, where she lobbied the Trump administration on issues with big implications for the company’s business, such as digital taxes and copyright. Before that, she worked as Google’s primary point person working with Republican campaign committees and conservative groups.

Carley Graham Garcia, Google’s current head of external affairs for New York City, started as an elections and issue advocacy representative in Google’s New York Office. In that role, she helped “political candidates and issue advocacy organizations influence target audiences and
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49 [https://www.linkedin.com/in/kpobrien11/; https://www.linkedin.com/in/lee-dunn-77a31619/].
50 *Id.*
53 See Appendix A: Google’s Elections Team.
54 [https://www.linkedin.com/in/lee-dunn-77a31619/].
measure results.” She now “advocate[s] Google’s public policy positions across New York/New Jersey region, advancing the goals and values of the company.”

Sometimes they even straddle both functions simultaneously. Rob Saliterman, Google’s team lead for U.S. politics from September 2011 to May 2015, said he both “led Google’s paid media partnerships with political campaigns and independent expenditure organizations” and at the same time, “Partnered with Google’s government relations team to impact policy outcomes and further relationships with elected officials.”

The porous boundary between Google’s elections and lobbying groups gives it the ability to influence public officials before they take the oath of office. Google has also recruited politically-active students to serve on its elections team. In 2016, Google hired a team of college students from across the country to act as political advertising interns. The majority of these students were political science or political communication majors, including many who had prior campaign experience.

Google marketed the internship as an opportunity to “make a significant impact as Election Day approaches.” According to Google’s job announcement, “no team is closer to the nexus of politics, technology, and advertising than Google’s Elections team.”

Inadequate Disclosure

One question is whether this valuable consulting is an illegal in-kind contribution and, if not, whether current rules are adequate for the times. “Generally, if an individual provides services to
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55 https://www.linkedin.com/in/carley-graham-garcia-3b9a79a/.
57 https://bsos.umd.edu/showcase/katherine-swanson-gvpt-senior; Appendix A: Google’s Elections Team. Some sources refer to these fellows as “Political Advertising Fellows.”
a campaign during paid working hours, the employer makes a contribution to the campaign,” according to FEC guidance.  

Google might argue that they provide the consulting because the campaign is buying ads. However, the value of that consulting—separate and apart from the ads—is significant. Presidential campaigns paid tens of millions of dollars for digital consulting during the 2016 cycle, according to FEC data, though opaque and inconsistent reporting makes it impossible to determine exactly how much.

For example, the Trump campaign paid its top digital consulting firm, Giles Parscale, $94 million during the 2016 run, though that figure combines ad expenditures with consulting. That continued after the election: The Trump re-election campaign also paid Parscale’s firm $7.4 million between January 2017 to July 2018.

FEC data also indicates that Parscale’s firm charges a regular monthly retainer to clients of $10,000 or $15,000 for digital consulting. While the figure likely undercounts the total amount he receives for his work, it does suggest that the two activities—consulting and ad buying—are separable.

Google says it makes no contributions as a company to support political candidates. (Corporations are barred from donating directly to candidates’ campaigns from their treasury funds but can support outside groups as long as they don’t coordinate with the campaign.)

“To date, Google has chosen not to use corporate resources to make independent expenditures or fund electioneering communications in support of, or opposition to a federal, state or local candidate’s election,” the company states. “In the future, if Google makes any direct independent expenditures, we would disclose such expenditures on this website and public campaign disclosure reports.”

Other Partnerships

For more than a decade, Google has offered election season tools that purport to educate voters about the candidates and issues on the ballot. The company sponsors debates, search “widgets” and YouTube channels devoted to political education.

In 2007, YouTube partnered with CNN on a pair of debates among the Democratic and Republican presidential primary candidates. The debate sponsors used YouTube to solicit questions from voters as part of Google’s YouChoose ’08 initiative.65

YouTube debates have since become a fixture of presidential campaigns. In 2016, Google teamed up with Fox News to present a Republican primary debate, and with NBC to present a Democratic primary debate.66

“I know this is what you are going to be hit on so you definitely want to have a response from the hopper for that”—Google’s Trump embed

During recent debates, Google allowed campaigns to release extended or clarifying statements on their candidates’ answers via a widget on the Google search page.67 Google gave candidates access to this space and allows them to populate “candidate cards” with content for free.68 Google’s campaign embeds worked with the staff to produce content to populate this space, even suggesting content.69

Ali-Jae Henke, head of industry for Google’s Republican elections team, said:

“I would work with the campaign beforehand telling them, strategizing what issues might be most relevant and what they are going to want to produce ahead of time because it just moves so fast. So if you know that it is the business debate, we know that it is going to be a lot of economy and job issues. You are going to want to be on message for that and you kind of look at the other side of the aisle and you say, “I know this is what you are going to be hit on so you definitely want to have a response from the hopper for that...”70

Once again, the description of the work conducted by Google’s embedded employees resembles political consulting far more than advertising sales support.

---
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Facebook

Starting in 2012, Facebook offered embeds to every presidential campaign to consult on messaging, ad creation, voter targeting and debate response. The company also provided dedicated staff to political-action committees and advocacy groups.71

It further refined its political targeting in the run-up to the most recent presidential election. In November 2015, Facebook rolled out its “political influencer” targeting, allowing campaigns to aim their advertisements and posts at politically-active users.72

Two Facebook staffers joined the 2016 Trump campaign to help develop the most effective advertising and targeting strategy.73 The embeds spent several days a week at the campaign offices, working with the campaign’s digital team to develop the most effective ads.

Facebook’s technology allowed the Trump campaign to run 50,000-60,000 political ads every day. Each ad had slight differences, allowing the campaign to make nuanced adjustments to targeting of audiences as they measured the responses to each ad.74

To further refine such microtargeting, Trump campaign digital director Brad Parscale hired Cambridge Analytica, a data company that used a method it called “psychographics” to identify narrowly-targeted audiences. (Parscale has denied using the company’s psychological targeting.) Parscale combined efforts from Cambridge Analytica with a database compiled by the Republican National Committee that identified the issues their voters care about.75

The Trump team spent a reported $70 million on Facebook advertising, using the full gamut of Facebook’s marketing tools and gaining them a reported $250 million in donations.76

Parscale said he knew Facebook was the path to victory for Trump, and he sought to capitalize

---

74 Stahl, 60 Minutes, Jun. 10, 2018.
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on every resource available to the campaign, including embeds. Facebook said it offered the same support to the Clinton campaign and “had teams assigned to both.”

Parscale told the embeds he wanted Republicans from the technology firms sitting in the office to teach him every element of the available technology. Companies like Facebook already had their political teams organized along partisan lines and staffers’ support for a particular candidate, making it easy to deploy to them to campaigns from both parties.

Although the Trump campaign ran ads on other platforms, Parscale said that 80 percent of its digital ad buys were on Facebook. The company’s highly sophisticated audience targeting allowed the campaign to reach segmented communities directly, at a fraction of the cost of television ads.

Trump’s campaign manager said he wanted Republicans from the technology firms sitting in the office to teach him every element of the technology

Ad Auctions

Facebook political staff went beyond helping campaigns target their messages, or better use their tools. Increasingly, they helped create the political messages themselves.

The expansion of Facebook’s services to campaigns coincided with a shift in the way Facebook sold ads in 2016, including political ads. Rather than having a set price for political ads that would use the company’s highly sophisticated targeting, Facebook auctioned-off the ads using an algorithm that measured bids placed by various companies or campaigns, echoing the model Google built for its ad auctions.

Crucially, the formula also considered how attractive the ad was to users. Embeds helped the Trump team make their ads more engaging. That meant “his bids received a boost from Facebook’s click model, effectively winning him more media for less money,” according to one expert. “In essence, Clinton was paying Manhattan prices for the square footage on your smartphone’s screen, while Trump was paying Detroit prices.”

---

77 Stahl, 60 Minutes, Jun. 10, 2018.
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As former Facebook executive Antonio Garcia Martinez described in a 2018 article:

*Facebook has a piece of ad real estate that it’s auctioning off, and potential advertisers submit a piece of ad creative, a targeting spec for their ideal user, and a bid for what they’re willing to pay to obtain a desired response (such as a click, a like, or a comment). Rather than simply reward that ad position to the highest bidder, though, Facebook uses a complex model that considers both the dollar value of each bid as well as how good a piece of clickbait (or view-bait, or comment-bait) the corresponding ad is. If Facebook’s model thinks your ad is 10 times more likely to engage a user than another company’s ad, then your effective bid at auction is considered 10 times higher than a company willing to pay the same dollar amount.*

**Legality of Embeds**

While Google has so far avoided questions surrounding the legality of its campaign embeds, Facebook executives have received detailed requests for information from Congress. Following Mark Zuckerberg’s April 2018 testimony before Congress, Rep. John Sarbanes (D-MD) posed a series of pointed questions about the practice:

- What parameters are used to determine when a political client is offered “sales support” to assist with advertising on Facebook, as both the Trump and Clinton campaigns were reported to have been offered? Please provide documents and communications referring or relating to how “sales support” representatives are offered to political campaigns.

- When were these offers made to the Trump and Clinton campaigns? What specific assistance was offered? What, if any, limitations were put on the offer? What was accepted by each campaign? Please provide any documents or communications regarding assistance offered to or accepted by the campaigns, including but not limited to written offer terms and any subsequent written offer terms provided by Facebook to the political campaigns detailing the services that would—or could—be rendered.

- Did the offers differ in any way? Did either the Trump or Clinton campaign negotiate the terms of the offer, including requesting or refusing specific employees?

---
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• Were any “sales support” teams “embedded”—or domiciled—in a given campaign’s operation? How frequently did the “sales support” teams visit either campaign’s physical operation?

• Did the campaigns pay for this assistance beyond the cost of the ad buys? If so, did it cover Facebook’s full cost in providing the services?

Sarbanes also noted the potential legal implications of the company’s answers: “Federal campaign finance law is clear that providing staff or assistance to a political campaign in a manner outside the normal course of business or on better terms than offered to commercial clients can constitute an illegal contribution to the campaign, violating so-called “in-kind” contribution limits designed to prevent quid pro quo corruption.”

During his testimony, Zuckerberg was evasive on the issue, saying only that the company offered “sales support” to all campaigns. Facebook later responded in more detail, adding that the service it offered to campaigns was no different from support offered to other, non-political accounts.

“[F]or candidates across the political spectrum, Facebook offers the same levels of support in key moments to help campaigns understand how best to use the platform,” the company wrote in its response. “Facebook representatives advise political advertisers on Facebook, as they would with other, non-political managed accounts. During the 2016 election cycle, Facebook worked with campaigns to optimize their use of the platform, including helping them understand various ad formats and providing other best practices guidance on use of the platform.

No one from Facebook was assigned full-time to the Trump campaign, or full-time to the Clinton campaign. We offered identical support to both the Trump and Clinton campaigns, and had teams assigned to both. Everyone had access to the same tools, which are the same tools that every campaign is offered. The campaigns did not get to “hand pick” the people who worked with them from Facebook. Both campaigns approached things differently and used different amounts of support.

We continuously work to ensure that we comply with all applicable laws and policies. We have a compliance team that trains our sales representatives to comply with all federal election law requirements in this area. Facebook employees are encouraged to raise any concerns about improper activity to their managers. While our investigation is ongoing, our review indicates that Facebook employees did not identify any issues involving the improper use of Facebook data in the course of their interactions with Cambridge Analytica during the 2016 US Presidential campaign.

In general, political data firms working on the 2016 campaign had access to Facebook’s advertising support services, including technical support, and best practices guidance on how to optimize their use of Facebook. Everyone had access to the same tools, which are

---

However, descriptions of the work conducted by Facebook’s embeds and political staff suggest the work goes beyond that conducted for regular, commercial clients. In many cases, it seems closer to that of digital consultants for the campaigns, which could cost millions of dollars over a campaign cycle and would not likely have the same access to Facebook’s data or systems.

In interviews with academics, Facebook executives struggled to define their role. Katie Harbath, Facebook’s global politics and government outreach director, described it as an “advisory role.” Facebook’s liaison to the Clinton campaign, Crystal Patterson, seemed to emphasize providing creative ideas over simple advice on the mechanics of digital advertising.

“Sometimes we’re just here to bounce ideas off, and kind of get them out of the, what’s our e-mail schedule, what’s our digital schedule, you know the mechanics…. Sometimes overtake the fun part, and so we try to introduce some of that creativity and fun back into it…,” said Patterson.

One job description seems to suggest that Facebook’s election team is not just another revenue-generating ad segment—it’s special. “The government and politics policy team is an external arm of Facebook and works with the world’s governments and politicians on how to best use Facebook to connect with their constituents.”

**Ongoing Search for Political Embeds**

Facebook continues to expand its role in U.S. and foreign elections despite the controversy over its role in spreading misinformation by Russia during the 2016 election and the misuse of user data by Cambridge Analytica. In particular, Facebook continues its aggressive recruitment of political operatives to deploy in campaigns.

An analysis of 32 LinkedIn profiles for Facebook employees and interns involved in the company’s political efforts and communications showed that more than half of the individuals had prior political or government experience. Facebook has not disclosed the size of its government and politics team, but according to Bloomberg, “one executive said it can expand to include hundreds during the peak of an election, drawing in people from the company’s legal, information security and policy teams.”

---
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A survey of Facebook job postings available in the Internet Archive through 2016 showed that the positions handling political accounts are referred to as “Client Solutions Managers,”94 “Client Partners,”95 or “Account Managers”96.

These positions’ descriptions suggest that they involved pitching and designing advertising strategies for political campaigns. A 2013 “Client Partner for Politics” listing included the key responsibilities to “create and deliver consultative sales presentations using industry knowledge, market trends, and Facebook marketing solutions to major US political campaigns, government agencies and/or advocacy groups.”

Job responsibilities for the position also included “driv[ing] adoption of Facebook ads, pages, and platform to achieve their campaign goals.”97

In 2015, Facebook began advertising for politically-focused positions by party affiliation, according to an analysis of archived Facebook sales jobs.98

- Client Partner, Travel Vertical (Austin – New York)
- Client Partner, Travel Vertical (Seattle)
- Client Solutions Manager, Politics – Democratic Party (Washington)
- Client Solutions Manager, Politics – Republican Party (Washington)
- Client Solutions Manager, Travel Analytics (Menlo Park)

Facebook jobs postings in 2015 listed by political party affiliation available in the internet archive.


See Appendix C: Facebook’s Elections Jobs Board.


In May 2018, Facebook continued to hire these political sales members for the upcoming election cycle. One job post for “Client Partner, Politics – Democratic Party Job” described the role these individuals would be taking, “Facebook is seeking a strong sales and marketing professional to help build and sell Facebook’s advertising solutions to significant advertisers in the US Politics industry, specifically to Democratic candidates, campaigns, and advocacy groups.”

A job with same title and description but for the Republican Party was also being advertised.

Methodology

The Google Transparency Project relied on LinkedIn data, analyzing profiles for Google and Facebook employees, to build a database of employees for both companies that worked with political campaigns. The database for each company is attached to this report. Archived marketing materials for political clients, job descriptions, and industry publications also provided source material for this report. For direct testimonies from Google and Facebook campaign staff, GTP relied on the work of Daniel Kreiss and Shannon C. McGregor whose paper “Technology Firms Shape Political Communication” was published in *Political Communication* in October 2017. Their paper is cited throughout this report.
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